
ANNEX VII 
 

Witness Statement as Clarification and Correction Of The Case 
 

1. Following the previous Annexes, The Arbitral Tribunal received numerous requests of 
clarifications. Taking into account with all of these requests, we hereby issues the 
following clarifications and corrections based on the witness statements by 
Mr.FarizSukmaRyanda, Mr. MuhamadAndikaManaon,Mr. AzhelHouzanFariz and Mr. 
Rafif Muhammad Rizqullah the counsel of SasongkoTubagus& Partners, Legal 
Representative of DastanLogam Ltd. 
 

2. Within the Case Study (para 1) it is explained that Validatu had found a source of steel in 
2009, consequently in Case Study (para 2, 3) it explains the further effort to seek foreign 
industry to engage in supporting of the steel project which was referring to Valiant. The 
problem arise where Case Study (para 4) implies that Validatu had undergone multiple 
diplomacy to Validatu pursuant to the steel finding, The main question here, was the 
product of diplomacy in Case Study 4 the JVA DL-AS? Or is it referring to the BIT. 

Clarification : This question will not be further entertained. 

 
3.  According to the Rules/Guidelines the Memoranda and citation shall be in accordance to 

OSCOLA, while ICSID have its own citation method, which one prevails? 

Clarification : The citation stipulated in the AIMCC rules and guidelines prevails. 

 
4.  Remembering that CISG are limited to contract on Sales of goods which provides 

obligation between Buyer and seller as the parties, and noting that JVA itself does not 
constitutes buyer and sellers but an agreement on a creation of Joint Venture Company, 
Does CISG applicable in the present case? 

Clarification : CISG and other legal instruments that has been stipulated in the clarification is 
not a law governing the contract, however it is an international convention which has been 
ratified by both state as a reflection of their National Law. There would not be any municipal law 
in this case since it isaficitional character. Regarding the confusion of CISG and its correlation 
with the JVA, it should be noted that CISG is not the only applicable convention to the case 

To further elaborate Noting that CISG Convention does not apply to shares + Investments 
under Article 2 (d). Considering that does CISG remains as applicable law governing the 
JVA DL-AS? 
 

5. The non-compete clause as provided in para 19 of the case study says "DL is to obtain 
prior written consent from AS to make any investment" but contrary to this, the same 



clause given under the joint venture agreement says "AS shall obtain prior written 
consent of DL to make any investment" 

Clarification : Its a reciprocity principle in a contract. 

 
6. In page 2 of "Response to Request For Arbitration", in the first paragraph under 

"objections" it has been stated: 
"...a) has become obsolete due to the provisions made in the joint venture agreement in 
the dispute settlement clause..." 

 
Clarification : It is the fundamental question of the case regarding the ICSID arbitration in this 
present dispute, therefore this question could not be entertained directly. 
 
For further Clarification to entertain this case we submitted an addition schedule as follows : 
 

1. Positioning of Directors 
2. Project Plan 

 
 


















